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Renew or Regroup
The first half of the year is nearly gone,
and semi-annual reports are due. If your business’ year is based on the calendar, progress report time is coming soon to an office near you.
Grading is necessary. We look at the
past to see what we did right, what we did
wrong and make adjustments for the future.
Studying spreadsheets, examining revenues and
expenses, equating profits or losses, assessing
our workforce’s production, conducting midyear employee evaluations – these responsibilities are what we signed up for, and now is when
we take a good look at the past, present and
future.
Have we produced? Are the departments working in sync with one another? Is our
bottom line satisfactory for the first six months
of the year? As you’re getting ready to measure
the efficiency and effectiveness of your team,
what will drive you to finish the year strong?
Like in sports, it’s how you finish the game that
matters.
The key falls in the preparation of the
coach. You’ve got to have a plan for July – December 2013, and even beyond that. But first
thing’s first -- what is your detailed, specific and

communicated plan for the remainder of the year?
Knowing where you’re going requires a map. Do
you have a map in front of the executive team that is
prepared to communicate that message to the entire
team? Are systems in place for department leaders to
execute the administration’s ideas, production schedule and sales goals? Where is this plan? Is it held in
secret or has it been shared company-wide?
For businesses to survive and survive well,
everybody must be on board. Communicating your
company’s mission, philosophy and expectations is
necessary in order to achieve success. Knowing direction and giving direction must be connected for
our organizations to finish the year strong. What can
we do to ensure all team members are totally in-theknow of our businesses’ third and fourth quarter objectives?
Administration must first have a plan. That
plan must be relayed to department chairs and explained to team members. No matter the size of the
company, all individuals impact the finished product. While some employees may feel like his/her role
doesn’t impact the company’s bottom line, that philosophy is completely wrong. EVERYBODY has a
hand in the organization’s success or failure, and more
times than not – two hands from every team member

is required to get the job done. If all parties are
not willing to throw both hands into the success of the business, it’s decision time.
Winning is not an individual job.
Just as a car must have all parts working together to carry you from point A to point B,
the same mechanics prove to be the difference
at our workplace. Yes, company administration’s toughest challenge is knowing when it’s
time to renew or regroup – renewing its commitment of the same January – June plan with
adjustments, or regrouping to devise and plan a
brand new direction for the second half of the
year. Building upon strengths rather than reinventing the wheel is a productive system. Fine
tuning the engine for our company’s success is
our role. We are all mechanics.
Todd Breland
General Manager
Valley Business Report
VBR e-Brief
956 310 8953
todd@valleybusinessreport.com
www.valleybusinessreport.com
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Banking I Lending I Insurance I Investments

From Starr County to Cameron County, from the Rio Grande Valley to San Antonio, Lone Star National Bank is
growing across South Texas. Our banking centers throughout South Texas are providing the resources and the
expertise to help Texas businesses grow and prosper, communities expand and invest in the future, and individuals and
families succeed in achieving their dreams.
Established in 1983, Lone Star National Bank has provided banking services to communities in South Texas for over 30
years. Lone Star National Bank is an independent bank with more than 2 billion in total assets and thirty-three (33)
full-service banking centers throughout South Texas.
Come by and meet our outstanding team of bankers. Lone Star National Bank, Bringing the Bank to You in the Rio
Grande Valley and San Antonio.

1-800-580-0322
www.lonestarnationalbank.com
Securities, financial planning, and insurance products offered through LPL Financial and its affiliates, A Registered Investment Advisor, Member, FINRA/SIPC.
Lone Star National Bank and LSNB Investment Services are not registered broker/dealers and are not affiliated with LPL Financial.
Insurance products offered through Lone Star Insurance Agency.
INVESTMENT AND INSURANCE PRODUCTS ARE:
NOT A DEPOSIT • NOT FDIC INSURED • NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY
NOT GUARANTEED BY THE BANK • MAY LOSE VALUE
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Cold Beers for a Hot Summer
By Eileen Mattei
Texas is the first or second largest beerconsuming state in the U.S., said Carter Huber,
Valley branch manager of Glazer’s Distributors.
Valley residents contribute more than their fair
share to that ranking. “Per capita consumption
is higher here then it is
in most parts of country. The phenomenon
is the same in El Paso.
The market is totally
different. My analogy is that beer is to
Mexico what wine
is to France.” And,
hugging the border,
Rio Grande Valley
residents celebrate the holidays of two nations.
“Day in and day out, our sales go up
from late May to mid-August,” Huber added.
Memorial Day, which is a three-day weekend,
chalks up higher sales than Fourth of July. Yet
the number one weekend for beer sales is Easter, although the Christmas season brings the
strongest continuous demand and sales volume. “We don’t look at 30-day increments.
We look at 90-day periods to determine beer
trends. If it rains, it makes a difference for beer
sales.” Weather, gas prices and the season all
impact beer buying.
In 2004, Glazer’s --Texas’ largest beer,
wine and spirits distributor -- bought Valley
Beverage, the regional Miller’s and Coors distributor. Braced for high demand whether on
a surprisingly busy Mother’s Day, Halloween
or hot weekend, until seven years ago, Glazer’s
ran its delivery trucks only four days a week.
But the dynamics have changed, Huber said,

requiring five days of deliveries. “Our days are not
eight hours; they can be 10 hours or longer. We deliver in the daytime and are loading at night (with a
different crew).”
The company operates a 120,000-square-foot
refrigerated warehouse for beer and a smaller warehouse for wine and spirits.
“We have most of the imported beers,” Huber said,
while walking through
the huge warehouse where
cases of beer -- Dos Equis,
Heineken, Coors, Batch
19, Redd’s Apple Ale and
microbrews -- are stacked
up to stratospheric heights.
Currently imported beers
comprise less than four percent of the Valley market,
while in Austin imports
account for about 15
percent of sales.
Yet the Valley is
growing and becoming a
little more adventurous
with beers. The restaurant
Roosevelt’s at 7 has more
than 45 beers on tap as
well as another 40-50
bottled beers, according
to manager Ric Macias.
“There’s such a variety
now with microbrews
and specialty craft beers
in different styles. People
like the variety and want
to try a lot of them, so we
offer samples.” During
the summer, Macias said,

“You can see the love of beer
culture skyrocketing here in
south Texas. There’s more
diversity now.”
--Gaby Jones

Dos XX and Corona are stacked floor to ceiling in the Glazer’s warehouse,
because they are the largest selling Mexican imports in the Valley. (VBR)

customers tend to drink more of the lighter
beers. Nevertheless, Roosevelt’s sells more beer
in the winter months, trending to porters and
stout.
Genuine Biergarten
Tucked away on North Ware Road,
Schneider’s German Gasthaus and Beergarden
was opened in October 2010 by natives of
Frankfurt, Germany, Helmut and Ursula Schneider. He’s a chef with 30 years’ experience
while she oversees the beer garden.
Given Texas liquor laws, the Schneiders can’t import German beer directly, but
they’ve tapped into Texas suppliers who deliver
a steady stream of Spaten, pilsners, weiss beers
and other favorites from their homeland. “We
want to make it authentic,” said Schneider,

Carter Huber shows off one of the newest beers in the Glazers selection. They
add new choices for their clients as often as they can. (VBR)
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Crews of employees stock, pull and deliver hundreds of cases of beer each day. (VBR)

whose menu includes dishes from Frankfurt
and across Germany.
Their devoted customers, who come
in for dinner Wednesday through Saturday,
include many men who were stationed in Ger-

many in the army, people of German heritage and
schnitzel aficionados.

while lagers take as long as six, said the brewmaster. Tejas is trying to obtain two more serving tanks, so they can offer a greater variety.
“The water here is a little more challenging (as
an ingredient) than in Colorado,” Wolfe admitted. Before using it, he strips the water and
then amends it. But the variety of ingredients
available to brewers has greatly improved to
include what he identified as great European
malts and Patagonia grain.
Wolfe said there’s a real loyalty to certain styles, which have varying alcohol content
(4.8 percent for amber ale to 6.2 percent for
IPA.) “We’ve seen a great growth in the sales of
our beers and a decline in the ones we purchase
from distributors. It’s been kind of staggering
how much of our product we are selling. I’m
tickled with the beers we’re pumping.”
The region’s first brewpub opened in
1995, Padre Island Brewing Company which
has five microbrews on tap at a time.
Beer culture
Carter Huber at Glazer’s pointed out
the growing success of IMAS’s annual Brewseum. This year’s multi-day event (which sold
out 1,100 tickets in two days) featured 60
American craft and international beers, plus a
home-brewing competition.
“You can see the love of beer culture
skyrocketing here in south Texas. There’s more

Brew Pubs
People drink beer in good times and bad,
said Mel Ocker. That attitude led him to open Tejas
Brew Pub on South Padre
last summer. He hired
experienced
Colorado
brewmaster Don Wolfe,
who gained renown as
the brewmaster for Flying
Dog Ale. Ocker had not
Open to the public
expected that 800 other
microbreweries would apply for federal permits last
year and that all would
line up to buy brewing
equipment. It took Tejas
almost one year to procure
everything needed to brew
We accept:
their own beer.
Ferrous metals
E-Scrap Plastics
But in February,
Non-Ferrous
Cardboard
Tejas finally had its first
beer ready, said Wolfe.
“We’re doing the same
styles that I brewed in
Colorado.” On the menu
now are Tejas’ smoked
porter, Taxi Cab amber
ale, Island Time IPA, the
unique palezner (a pale
a subsidiary of
ale and pilsner blend) plus
(-- Marine way rd.
numerous imported and
Brownsville, TX
craft brews.
www.allstarshreddingllc.com
Most ales take a In Schneider’s outdoor beer garden, friends enjoy authentic German beers and
Tel: (((()
----- Fax: (((()
----couple weeks to brew food along with the evening breeze. (VBR)

GOT SCRAP?

All Star Shredding
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Roosevelt’s at 7 has a selection of more than 45 beers on tap that changes from week to week and
comes from breweries all over the country and the world. (VBR)

diversity now,” said Gaby Jones, IMAS director of marketing. “That’s the time the beer distributors can really shine and demonstrate what
they have to offer.” Brew-seum also attracts a
younger crowd of business professionals.
Let the brewski adventures begin.

For more information, call Schneider’s 956451-7195; Tejas Brew Pub 956-772-1711;
Padre Brewing Co. 956-761-9585; Roosevelt’s
at 7 956-928-1994; Glazer’s 956-686-0545;
IMAS 956-682-0123
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Tejas Brewery brews its own beer and serves it to thirsty
customers. (VBR)
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Teaching Piano to Adults
By Eileen Mattei
Technically, Valley Keyboards sells
fine pianos and organs in every price range and
provides music lessons. “What we really do is
help people of all ages enrich their lives through
music participation. We help them discover the
music that lives inside,” said Matt Perez, who
owns the McAllen business with his wife, Dr.
Debra Perez.
“My wife had a dream of helping adults
learn piano,” said Perez who himself has two
music degrees from North Texas University.
“Deborah is a brilliant educator. She found the
Rosetta Key of piano pedagogy for recreational
music making. It’s designed specifically for the
adult hobbyist and creates a stress-free learning
environment.” Backed by an understanding of
how adults learn, the chord-based curriculum
that Dr. Perez and Dr. Will Baily developed is
called Musical Moments. Their acclaimed program is now used nationally in conservatories,
colleges and music studios.
“People ask if they’re too old to start
piano lessons. Others don’t ask, but I see it
in their eyes: ‘I wish I had started when I was
younger.’ I tell them to come on in and try it,”
Perez said. “It’s never too late to learn.”
In fact, the fastest growing market for
beginning organ and piano lessons is adults.
“Adults are looking for a meaningful hobby.
Our role as music educators and retailers is to
give them something they were missing: the
magic and joy of making music. It crosses all
generations. Musical Moments was designed
for adults, but the age is going lower and lower,” Perez said. Gen X and Gen Y professionals
are deciding they are ready to play the piano.
Perez seated himself at a Yamaha learning piano, a technology-equipped instrument

with built-in metronome and mu- Matt Perez demonstrates a technology equipped learner’s piano that he
sic books. “The piano is the easi- calls a dropout prevention tool for the way he helps beginners achieve
est instrument to learn to play be- success. (VBR)
cause of the patterns of the black
keys and white keys. It’s through
the patterns we can capture the
learning process. With the right
approach anyone can learn.” He
calls the digitally enhanced instrument that looks, sounds and
feels like a grand piano a ‘dropout prevention tool.’ Individuals learn differently - visually, by
touch or auditory - and the interactive piano, paired with the
right method, engages the piano
player.
Adults who want to make
music as a hobby are a unique demographic, said Dr. Perez. Professional people need a stress reliever,
and they don’t need recreational
piano lessons to be another stressor. “Their lifestyle is not set up
boards runs children’s one-week summer camps
to practice hours every day, but
making music can be part of their lifestyle, part of during June and July. Dr. Perez also leads
their life. People enjoy making music with other peo- teacher trainings.
In contrast, the demographic for Lowple. We don’t have recitals; we have celebrations.”
ery
organ
lessons is older, usually 70 and up.
Valley Keyboards group piano classes create
a sense of community music making. “With Musical The Lowery Seniors Music program is more
Moments, we created a program that allows anybody linked to wellness and social contact rather
to sit down and play, if they have a desire. It does not than virtuosity, Perez said. The organ’s affordable Quick Start classes cost $30 and supplies a
require mastery,” she said.
Kids learn differently than adults, acknowl- companion organ in the home plus six weekly
edged Matt Perez, who is one of 12 teachers at Val- classes, help sessions in at Valley Keyboards and
ley Keyboards. “We don’t use the word practice. We class material.
The company promises you can play
say playing the piano.” Way Cool Keyboarding is the
version of Musical Moments designed for children. the piano, guaranteed, said the low-key but
Besides year-round in store piano classes, Valley Key- enthusiastic Perez. “There is music inside of
everyone. We’re an educational company. We
know that music is a healing force. You end up
being able to play and enjoy yourself so soon.”
He listed a few benefits of recreational music
making: relaxation, renewal, exhilaration, happiness, achievement, coordination and enjoyment.
Valley Keyboards sells and rents Yamaha and Roland pianos to institutions, schools
churches and individuals. “We’re known for
customer care and have the largest inventory in
the Valley.”
Perez attributed the company’s success
since 1978 to the programs, the products and
the people who enjoy music.

Debra Perez leads a class of adult piano students. (VBR)

For more information, see everylifeneedsmusic.
com, musicalmomentsrmm.com or call 6864863.
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Catalysts for Change
By Eileen Mattei
The Harlingen EDC hosted a developer/broker forum featuring major developers who have changed the city’s retail picture.
The EDC, in partnership with retail consultant
Catalyst, invited regional commercial real estate brokers to an update of retail opportunities
with the greatest probability of success.
Jim Gissler of St. Ives Realty developed Harlingen Corners (Kohl’s, Bed Bath &
Beyond and the upcoming Burlington Coat
Factory) and Lincoln Corners (PetSmart, Ross,
Cato). Brent Conlin is the managing partner
of REATA, which handled Cameron Crossing’s
development of Bass Pro, Longhorn Steakhouse and the upcoming Marriot Residence
Inn. Zeke Reyna Jr., developer of Tierra Santa
Golf Course, is the owner of Harlingen Heights
where a Sam’s Club is being built. Cinthia Esquivel is the local leasing manager for Simon
Property Group.
Jason Claunch of Catalyst, hired by
HEDC to conduct a retail market study, presented data from the study and how it can be
used by different stakeholders with multiple
goals. Catalyst quantified where the retail demand comes from: residents, employers and
employees, commuter traffic and visitors. Data
can be interpreted to show that either Valley
households spend 1.5 to 2 times their income
or that people other than Valley residents shop
here. “Our goal is to mitigate risks and facilitate developers’ projects,” Claunch said. “As we
create interest from retailers, we tell the EDC.
Once it gets to the property-centric level,” brokers are alerted.
Reyna, whose Reyna Family Development in 1995 acquired the Harlingen Heights
property, credited EDC and city officials’ assistance with getting the project launched.
“Without them, this $100 million development wouldn’t take place. It takes more than
one entity.” The 60- acre tract north of Bass Pro
is destined for mixed use retail, restaurants, a
hotel and luxury multi-family residential.
David Reyna added that retailers interested in Harlingen Heights waited until after
the May 1 groundbreaking of Sam’s Club to
begin earnest negotiations.
“We monitor the sales of our tenants,”
said developer Jim Gissler, whose Lincoln Corners includes the region’s first Hobby Lobby.
“The last two years have been a blessing to us.
From December 2011 to December 2012, our
range of increase (in sales) varied from 5-12
percent across the board. Each month this year,
the increase has been substantial. Not one of
us would have our projects without the EDC.”

Nevertheless, he noted there are a huge With construction underway on the Sam’s Club north of Bass
number of tenants who aren’t here.
Pro, the surrounding pad sites at Harlingen Heights and CamGissler pointed to the compre- eron Crossing have become more appealing to retailers. (VBR)
hensive road system serving the 77/83
junction as a key to the success of each
site. “The pylon signs are the reason
some tenants are there.” Burlington is
set to open in late September.
Brent Conlin said the new
Longhorn Steakhouse leads in sales in
south Texas stores. The Marriott being
built at Cameron Corners is a prototype
for the chain. “One of the biggest challenges for developers and brokers in the
RGV is trying to overcome the stigma
of being a tertiary market.” He is seeking data that includes the cross-border
market. Retailers want to know where their custom- excited to see the momentum that Harlingen
ers will come from and what percentage of Mexican has created. “We’re revamping (Valle Vista)
Mall, going back to our roots, adding major
traffic shops the Valley.
Following the opening of Bass Pro, Harlin- names around September. Since Bass Pro has
gen “absolutely is on the radar screen of these folks come along, we’ve seen a shift in the shopper.
like it never has been before,” the developers agreed. Forever 21 attracts international shoppers, and
They feel they are “at the point where the fruit of our with that comes opportunities for the rest of
the retail community.” She mentioned Simon’s
labor seems like easy picking.”
Esquivel, who oversees leasing at La Plaza, has a new program geared toward developing
Valle Vista and Palms Crossing, said the company was regional and local retailers.
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European-Style Bakery Takes Off
By Lori Vermaas
“We want everybody to feel at
home,” said Leticia Garcia, picturing what
diners should experience at the new bakerycafé, Antigua. She and co-owner Brenda
Araneda located Antigua in a cozy three–
dining room house that seats 27 on Harlingen’s East Harrison. The café has a laidback
and intimate ambience that is attracting
a solid customer base built on word-ofmouth and return business. Open since
mid-February, Antigua serves homemade
pastries, soups and salads from 7:30am 5pm for dining in or taking out, along with
sandwiches assembled on-site with fresh ingredients.
Garcia and Araneda definitely feel
at home given that they spend hours baking, one of their biggest passions. The pair
met about a year ago at a local gym and
started talking about their love of treats
that “your aunt, your grandmother used to
bake.” They realized the Valley doesn’t offer
that kind of quality and variety at its baker-

You Invent,
We Invest.

ies. “Pan dulce is all you’ll find here,” Garcia said,
while noting that isn’t bad in itself, just limiting.
Araneda agreed, adding that the most glamorous
pastry she could find was “cake or a cupcake with
frosting.” Linked by their love of homemade special pastries, they decided to open a bakery, one
that would offer a daily treasure trove of treats
from gourmet bars (like pistachio-apricot) to coffee cakes (Blueberry Buckle) to elaborate liquorinfused goodies (Kahlua Cake).
“And then we ended up making a menu
with soups, salads and sandwiches because, we
didn’t think we could survive with just the bakery,” Garcia said.
But pastries came first. Filling the fourtier pastry case each day, Garcia estimated they’ve
introduced about 50-60 desserts so far, with the
Morning Glory muffin the big seller in the morning and her cheesecakes, particularly the Mango
and Carrot, attracting the most sales later in the
day.
As first-time restaurant owners, they were
completely surprised by the volume of business
they attracted from day one. “The first two weeks,”
Garcia said, “we were like, ‘oh my God, we’re
going nuts.’” It hasn’t let up since, but they’ve
ironed out the kinks, with the busiest rush at
lunch, between 11:50am and 2:30pm, after
which the kitchen closes.

Antigua’s early success reflects how
popular the bakery-café concept has become
in the United States. Encompassing chains
like Panera Bread and Corner Bakery, it is
one of the country’s fastest-growing restaurant subsegments, with growth skyrocketing particularly between 2008 and 2011,
when sales increased by 12 percent. Fueling the proliferation of these businesses are
return customers, which definitely is Antigua’s aim. Although Garcia is familiar with
Panera, Antigua did not start to take advantage of an industry niche. The women’s
strategy is to run a welcoming place where
customers eat a homemade treat and relax.
Such an experience is what Araneda
expects of bakeries, given that in Antigua,
Guatemala, her hometown, the Europeanstyle bakeries not only dazzle with their
sophisticated pastries, but also charm with
their relaxing ambience. “In my country
they have places that are homey. You go inside, and they have sofas. You can have a
coffee and a piece of cake.”
The duo created that atmosphere
not only by christening the café with
Araneda’s hometown name, but also by
installing tasteful, folksy décor, including
warm orange-yellow tones and cushy red

Tropical Texas RCIC is looking for
new, early, and mid-stage technology
venture companies to apply for the Texas
Emerging Technology Fund (TEFT).
If you have a new innovation and want to take it
to the marketplace, maybe we can help. For more
information about our services, visit
www.tropicaltexasrcic.org or call 956-364-4503
to make an appointment.

The University Center

2424 Boxwood, Suite 101-E • Harlingen, TX 78550
Phone: 956-364-4503 • Fax: 956-364-5181

Chefs Leticia Garcia and Brenda Araneda of Antigua Bakery -Café fill up the display case daily, but it
empties rapidly. (Courtesy)

June 2013
sofas. Valleyites have easily taken the hint.
“A woman came in the other day with her
bicycle in the morning like 8:30,” Araneda
recalled. “She enjoyed her meal, opened
her computer, and after two hours she was
still here. That tells us she feels comfortable
here.”
The chefs split the cooking duties,
except for the sandwich making, which
Araneda does. A trained dietician and culinary school graduate, Araneda stresses
healthy food choices in her sandwiches:
each one comes with a low-fat vegetable
sauce rather than mayonnaise or butter.
Their preparations will become even fresher
when the herb garden they recently planted
is ready to harvest. They also serve various
healthy salads and soups of the day, including a Nutty Spring salad (made with greens,
cheese, apples, cranberries and walnuts)
and Roasted Poblano Chowder, and Greek
Lemon soup.
Antigua’s early success has been so
impressive that some customers have begun asking when they will expand. With
Corner Bakery poised to open multiple
units throughout South Texas, including

Harlingen and Brownsville, the two chefs might
want to pay attention to industry trends, but for
now Garcia wants to just continue the way they
are. “I say ‘wait, a minute, we just started here.’
But we’ve got area to expand here if we need to.”
Araneda agreed, stressing that “this is the concept that I want. I don’t want anything big. That
means more people involved, more cooks, more
work. So I’m okay with this.”
For more information, call 421-4559.
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Bakery Trends for 2013
The next level of cupcakes – with fillings
and toppings that cake decorators and pastry chefs have been dreaming of!
Better for you bakery – a growing trend
toward making things a little healthier.
Watching sugar contents, trying whole
wheat flour and adding super-fruits, etc.
Portion control – Mini sizes and two-bite
desserts are still the rage. Less calories, less
guilt!
Expanding flavor palates – Sweet/salty
combinations, exotic spices and flavor
combinations are hot right now. There’s also
a huge trend in alcohol flavors – margarita cupcakes, limoncello cakes, rum tarts,
champagne solitaires, etc.
Re-inventing nostalgia – everything we used
to know and love is back again! A “Hostess”
or “Twinkie” cupcake knock-off that’s better
than the original. These will bring you back
to the great memories of your childhood.

Antigua’s desserts like this yogurt cup appeal to the eye as
well as the taste buds. (Courtesy)

Info Courtesy of: http://modern-baking.com/trends-data
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Getting the Bugs Out
By Eileen Mattei
Mark Sullivan was unhappy in a job
that kept him on the road most of the month,
away from his three young children. “I didn’t
want to be a father over the phone.” To remedy
that, Sullivan talked with his friend Kyle Marburger about opening a business that answered
the market’s needs. The two decided that
the national pest control companies they had
dealt with were seriously deficient on the service side. “We didn’t think it was done right.”
They would open a business that would provide
much better service.
“The quickest way to get into the
pest control business was to purchase an existing business with all the required licenses. We
looked for a small company that had financial
problems,” Sullivan explained. In November
2004, the business partners purchased a Valley
company that fit their specifications (although
it hadn’t been up for sale) and opened BugWorks.
“Like any other business, in the beginning we were putting money into it and not
taking anything out,” said Sullivan, who subsequently became fully licensed in pest control
through the Texas Department of Agriculture.
BugWorks started out primarily providing pest control services to health care facilities, such as Doctors Hospital at Renaissance.
The insecticide formulations allowed in healthcare settings are more restricted than the chemicals applied in other building and houses. The
pesticides used in health care are as close to safe

BugWorks technicians control bee hives and wasp nests, never knowing when they will encounter aggressive
African bees. (Courtesy)

as you can get, Sullivan said, although the chemicals
still are hazardous.
As BugWorks’ client base expanded through
the commercial sector, Sullivan and Marburger realized another market was waiting for them. “People
who have kids and pets are concerned about what
pest control companies are spraying. So we took the
healthcare formula to the residential side.” BugWorks
also took its customer-oriented approach of pest con-

trol to the residential side, staying true to the
partners’ original vision.
“We call customers and ask what day
and time is good for them to have BugWorks
there. We’re a service company: that’s the way
it should work,” Sullivan said. “We show up
when it is good for them and talk to them in
person. We get a chance to find out what’s going on in their house. This might seem like a

Bug Q & A
Is it true that one cockroach can be an
indication of many more?
Cockroaches travel in packs; therefore, the
possibilities of having more than one inside
your home are high. Insects, such as cockroaches, carry diseases and live in places that
are accessible to food. It is best to remove
them with a safe and reliable method that
will also prevent them from returning.
We have treated our home with sprays, and
I still ahve horrible flea problems every
summer. Is there anything I can do?
Flea problems are common during the summer season and the extermination process
usually involves treating your yard, your
home and your pets. While treating problems yourself seems logical, an expert can
help you understand the life cycle of pests
and use proper techniques to eradicate them.
Second, steam cleaning your carpets and
vacuuming your home frequently will help

curb the problem. Also, applying flea treatments
to your pets and washing your sheets often in hot,
soapy water will help support any professional pest
control efforts.
How do I know if I have flying ants and not termites?
These are three ways to tell them apart:
- Wing Size: Termite wings are symmetrical and
extend past their abdominal sections. Ant wings
tend to be unequal in length and end at the tip of
their abdomens.
- Antennae: Termite antennae are bead like and
straight. Ant antennae are always elbowed in the
middle.
- Waist Size: Ants have a narrow waist, while termites have a straighter body
Do mosquitoes carry diseases?
Yes, mosquitoes are responsible for transmitting millions of diseases every year to prevent the contracting
of any of these diseases, make sure you don’t have

any containers with water outside.
How do I know if I have fleas in my home?
When you have a flea infestation, usually
the first sign will manifest on your skin.
- Check for any bites on your skin. Fleabites are often small, however, they can be
any size.
- Examine your pet’s coat and ears.
- Check for places that are hidden and
harder to reach.
- Check your carpet by walking on white
socks or passing a white rag across it. Fleas
are more likely to jump on anything that is
passing by.
Is it possible to get rid of mosquitoes?
Yes. Even after they’ve invaded your home
or your backyard, there are pesticides and
measures that to get rid of them.
Info courtesy of BugWorks.
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small deal, but when you’re in the service business, it’s not. We’re committed to getting rid
of people’s pests, not getting them to sign a
contract and billing them.”
BugWorks has a female pest control
technician, a rarity in the industry, among its
licensed employees, Sullivan said. “Our customers love Charlene. Housewives and housekeepers feel more comfortable with her in the
house. That’s worked really well for us.”
The company continues to service
numerous medical clinics, as well as private
schools, churches and all the McDonald’s and
Burger Kings in the Valley. They also do inspection for home sales. Despite the recession and
a tapering off of government work, the pest
control company is growing noticeably. A year
ago, BugWorks purchased a building on Pecan
in McAllen and moved out of its original tiny
office.
Sullivan reflected on other changes in
the industry in the last nine years. “Before, it
was all Yellow Pages. Now almost everybody
uses a smart phone. We’ve had to adjust. It’s a
mad race to see who can get on the front page of
search engines.” BugWorks asks new customers
how they found the company. “In 2004, it was
either Yellow Pages or referrals. Now it’s 50:50
Internet and the phone book. But the expense
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of reaching customers through the phone book hasn’t seem to flourish in alternate years, Sullivan
added. “Fleas are hard to control. We can’t pregone down.”
Sullivan, who was born and raised in Argen- vent re-infestation. Sometimes where you live is
tina, has had no problem adapting to another shift really the problem with fleas and ticks.”
in the marketplace: the influx of well-off Mexicans.
“Many don’t speak English. They’re accustomed to See bugrworksrgv.com or call 687-2645.
different ways of pest control, so we have to spend
more time with them.”
Sullivan finds
killer bees interesting,
from the safe vantage
point of a bee suit. “You
don’t know if they are
honey bees or Africanized bees. It’s impossible to tell with the
naked eye. Hives can
be half and half. You
never know when they
are going to attack.” He
noted that the whole
Texas coastal region has
a termite situation different from the rest of
the country. “You either
have termites in your
house or you will have
them.”
BugWorks controls insect pests inside and out, in commercial and residential setFleas and ticks tings. (Courtesy)
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Solving Customers’ Problems
By Eileen Mattei
“Our business is quotations, quotations, quotations. To be ahead of the competition, you have to respond fast. Nobody beats
us in that,” said Jesus Martinez, who with his
wife Maria owns Maquila Maintenance and
Maquila Equipment. The companies rent and
sell new and refurbished forklifts, warehouse
racks and material handling supplies to manufacturers and distribution centers on the border
and in Monterrey.
The Martinezes went through several
variations of the maquila/forklift business in
Mexico City and Matamoros before finding
their niche in 1993. Starting from a used desk
and chair in an un-air conditioned office attached to a small warehouse in McAllen’s Produce Terminal, the Martinezes have become
one of the region’s major supplier of forklifts
and racks. They work with most Reynosa maquilas: Panasonic, Bose, Vinoteca, Jabil, Corning, Eaton, Emerson, LG, Johnson Controls.
“The idea is the maquilas can get forklifts and storage capacity right away without
investing,” via short or long term rentals, Martinez explained. His company buys after-lease
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forklifts and refurbishes Maria and Jesus Martinez parlayed their business experience and a mentor’s
them in Mexico before of- advice into two successful companies. (Courtesy)
fering them to customers.
Currently forklifts represent 60 percent of the business with the balance from
storage and dock equipment sales. American-made
products comprise 85 percent of their products.
Banks and the
MEDC helped Maquila
Maintenance get established, the Monterrey-born
Martinez said. “It was easy
to do business in the U.S.
But we felt our chances to
grow were better if we were
selling into Mexico. Maquilas were a growing market, and we wanted to grow
with them.”
Twelve years ago,
the couple opened the sis“Customers want you to see what their
ter business, Maquila Equipment, which as a Mexican corporation made it easier to operate in Mexico. needs are,” Jesus Martinez noted. “Since we go
Around that time the Martinezes acquired a SCORE to so many warehouses, we learn what works in
mentor, Bill Rengenath. Through the SBA’s free practice and also the limitations of height. We
mentoring service, Rengenath, who was a maquila give them advice to maximize their storage space
manager, offered the Martinezes helpful advice on in the warehouses.” The business employs an
engineer who designs warehouse layouts for cusbusiness operations.
As Jesus Martinez recalled, “In the beginning, tomers that best utilizes their space, given the
Bill told us ‘Don’t get into real estate. When you weights and dimensions of their products. “We
have limited resources, use your resources to grow have a forklift now that works on narrow, sevthe business. Focus on what you do best.’ Our over- en-foot aisles. A company that has 20 percent
head is very low now.” Instead of paying more than growth can stay in the same warehouse by utiliz$3,500 per month for a small warehouse, for the last ing narrow aisles and going up 30 feet. Some
12 years Maquila Maintenance has operated from a can gain 50 percent more space that way.”
The company’s offices are within a few
small office and used their import-export brokers’
miles of the airports in McAllen, Monterrey and
warehouses for forklifts and racks in transit.
When the business was experiencing good Reynosa, That’s not because they ship by air, but
growth on the Mexican side, but not in the U.S., to be close to industrial parks of their customRangenath advised the owners to put most of their ers. Those customers can now access the online
effort into the area making the most money. “He catalog in Spanish.
The Martinezes agreed no one can go
said to look at the whole picture, but put your most
effort into what is doing well. That’s the way you far if they are not surrounded by good people.
balance the business. One piece of good advice can For them that includes their employees, subconmake the difference,” Maria Martinez said. The re- tractors and customers, as well as the organizations that have helped them with SCORE mensult was business on both sides of the border grew.
“We have an advantage on the competition tors and advice, training and networking. “It’s
because not too many of them can work together up to you to profit from it.”
The couple is involved with the RGV
around the clock. There is no one more mom and
pop than we are,” she continued. “We’ve been tre- Food Bank as well as the Mexican food bank asmendously happy sharing the business and being to- sociation. They often supply them with forklift
gether full time. We complement each other.” Her equipment and shelving at cost and sometimes
strengths are accounting and the big picture while less.
her husband’s forte is sales and development for
For info, see maquilainc.com or call 687-4440.
their ISO 9001 certified business.
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Hunter’s Designs to the Client’s Lifestyle
By Eileen Mattei
Katherine Scales began drawing houses
at age 12 and went on to study interior design
at the University of Houston. She worked with
a South Padre Island design business and then
with Jim Jones of Jones & Jones in McAllen.
“He was a knowledgeable, exceptional retailer,”
Scales said. “Furniture, draperies and upholstery were all under one roof. Talk about being
spoiled.”
Yet 20 years ago, after a divorce, Scales
decided to open her own interior design business, Hunter’s. “I decided it was time for
change. Luckily for me, after years at Jones &
Jones, I had a fabulous client base. I have never
looked back.”
Hunter’s projects range from interior
design for homes, ranches and country clubs,
to a children’s store and car dealerships. Retail
locations, she said, often seek a residential element to make people feel welcome.
In the initial consultation at a client’s
home, Scales asks how they want different
rooms to function. “How do you want to feel
in this room: comfortable? happy? elegant? You
need to know the client’s lifestyle and preferences. I like people to say what they want. I
have a hard time with ‘You do it.’ I don’t want
their space to reflect my taste.”
Scales, an allied member of American
Association of Interior Designers, never charges clients for their first appointment. “You
have to be sure you are able to communicate.”
Once an understanding is reached, Scales goes
on to create rooms and homes in styles as varied as Victorian or ultra-contemporary. She can
sketch a client’s vision and send it on to an architect.
“I still sit down with a blank piece of
paper,” said Scales, who loves to do space studies and renderings just like that 12-year-old
did. But in recent months, she’s realized the
need to incorporate more technology. “Today’s
consumers find you online.”
Fabric and color are Scales’ two passions. Her home office has closets and rooms
filled with tile samples and fabric swatches.
Spots of color catch the visitor’s eye.
Fabric needs to be looked at in the clients’ home, insisted Scales. “They have to live
with it. You need to listen to your client.” She
buys much of the furniture for her clients at
Designers’ Showroom, owned by the Edelstein
family. “They have almost everything I used at
Jones & Jones. But I drive all over the Valley to
find what my clients need. We’ve got a diverse
economy and diverse tastes.” She cooperates
with her competitors Rae Dean Henz of Park

who the reliable contractors are; she has her
100 and Mary Helle at Helle’s.
“I love paint: it’s one of the most economical preferred painters, upholsterers, granite and tile
ways to make a major change,” Scales advised. “Out- suppliers.
side colors are a lot more challenging here. Our wonderful sun tends to drain color. But now that 5-ounce For more information, call Katherine Scales at
cans of paint are sold, I tell clients to put on two coats 956-618-5055.
inside and outside. Then look at it in the morning and
evening and under artificial light. I try
to stay away from custom mixing colors because they are hard to duplicate
down the road.”
Scales is a proponent of
Sombrella fabric, which doesn’t fade
or stain and is truly durable around
children, pets and commercial traffic.
“Form and function are very important to me. Sometimes my practicality
gets in the way of creativity.”
When a client feels like doing
something totally wild, Scales suggests
the powder room as the best place to
go over the top: it’s a small space seen
mostly by guests.
“This is like so many professions,” Scales said. “You don’t know
how to do it until you begin doing Katherine Scales checks fabric samples that she might use when
it.” Over the years she has also learned designing the interior of a Valley home. (Courtesy)
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A Vision for the Valley
By Ellen M. Lambert
From the time she was in elementary
school and had her first eye examination, Fiona
Kolia knew she wanted to be an optometrist.
“It’s all I ever wanted to be. I was terribly nearsighted and to suddenly see was just magical. I
thought the machines were so cool!” she said.
Dr. Kolia’s journey carried her from Africa to
the Rio Grande Valley where she is living her
dream, surrounded by “cool machines.”
Deciding on a career might have been
easy, but achieving it was not. Born and raised
in South Africa under the cloud of apartheid,
pursuing an advanced degree was both brave
and daring for an Indian woman just 16 years
old. Undaunted, Kolia became one of the first
optometrists in her country, one of three women graduating with the first optometry class
from the University of Durban Westville. “I can
still hear the freedom fighters singing ‘We Shall
Overcome’ as I was completing my exams. I
was torn between joining them and completing the huge opportunity I had before me,” she
recalled.
Degree in hand, Kolia traveled from
Durban to Cape Town, where she was the first
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“non-white” person to be employed in five hospi- Kolia’s equipment offers patients state-of-the-art techtals, gaining invaluable experience. In 1987, she nology. (VBR)
applied for a fellowship at the University of Houston, earned a second optometry degree and a master’s degree in Physiological Optics, and served as
Clinical Supervisor for third- and fourth-year optometry students.
Upon moving to the Valley 14 years ago,
Kolia worked several years for national optometry
chain stores before opening her own practice. “I
wanted to do so much more for my patients than
I was able to do, so I set out on my own,” she
said. Now, 10 years later, she’s satisfied with the
results.
Stepping inside Kolia’s office at Tenth
and Trenton in McAllen is like walking into an
upscale office in New York or Paris. That’s the
vibe she’s aimed for, naming her business Astoria
Vision Source after the famous Waldorf Astoria
hotel. “I tried to capture that cosmopolitan, bigcity, feel,” Kolia said. It’s evident in the décor
– bold colors offset by brilliant hues of red and
While enjoying her success, Kolia replum – chrome and glass cases and artful lighting. Her high-fashion flair is evident in the eyewear mains committed to giving back. One of her
she offers and wears herself. Patients can choose from grand passions is her work with the global charity OGS: Optometry Giving Sight. Founded in
Prada, Versace and other designers’ boutique styles.
Kolia’s first class service doesn’t stop with South Africa the cause is close to her heart since
fashion. Accustomed to being on the cutting edge, it provides vision care to the needy. “We take so
she combs industry material to ensure her office is much for granted here and there are children
fully equipped with state-of-the-art technology and all over the world without access to eye care.
equipment. Kolia was the first practice in the Val- Many treatable diseases go undetected resulting
ley to offer the high tech Optomap Retinal Imaging, in blindness.”
The charity set a goal to refract (corwhich allows her to examine the back of the eye in
“3D” without dilating the eyes. She was also the rect the vision) of half a million children in
first to bring the Zeiss I-Profiler and the Eye termi- five years, a goal they met and exceeded. One
nal to the Valley. This highly specialized equipment day, Kolia hopes to be more directly involved
perfects prescriptions and corrections and allows with the program, traveling where she’s needed;
patients to get a customized pair of glasses and pro- teaching and opening up a whole world of sight
to the unfortunate.
vides them with HD vision.
In the meantime, helping others see –
“I know first hand the difference it makes
when you can finally see clearly,” Kolia explained. literally or figuratively - is what she does best.
“My pa- Grateful for the opportunities she’s had and
t i e n t s recognizing the vital role education played in
s h o u l d n’t her own success, Kolia hopes to inspire young
have
to women throughout the Valley to study the scisettle for ences, set their sights high and live up to their
okay.
I potential.
Growing up in a segregated society
want them
to have a where government determined destinies, Kolia
world-class knows all about opportunities and the imporexperience, tance of taking advantage of them. “Women
with the today can do anything they want. I hope by
best possi- telling my story they will see the value of an
ble vision.” education and what it can do for them. With
Kolia’s ser- an education you can do anything!”
Employee Edward Perez hopes to follow vice phiin Dr. Kolia’s footsteps and begin Op- losophy has For more information, see visionsource-drkolia.
com or call 682-1655.
paid off.
tometry school in Houston. (VBR)
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Increasing Your Influence
By Bridgett McAdams
If I were to tell you there is one skill, if
improved upon, that would increase your influence with clients, employees, employers, friends
and family more than any other skill, would
you want to hear more? It
is a skill most everyone can
improve, yet only a very
small percentage takes the
time or realizes the power
of improving this skill.
Dale Carnegie said, “You
can make more friends in
two weeks by becoming a
good listener than you can
in two years trying to get
other people interested in
you.”
Have you ever
noticed we have two ears
and one mouth? As children we were taught to
use them in proportion,
however, most of us have
forgotten this lesson as
time progressed. You don’t
believe me? Then conduct
a little experiment and increase your awareness. Spend today listening
to the conversations that are happening around
you. Most people are one-upping one another,
“Oh you are going to Hawaii? We went last
year.”-- “Oh you have a new grandchild, let me
show you the photos of mine.” We take someone’s comment and immediately want to tell
them how it relates to us, stealing their thunder
and making it all about us. Another scenario
is when we are waiting for the person to take
a breath and then we comment on something
that has been in our brain for two minutes.
We have not heard anything they have said
since that thought appeared. One last scenario
which we see all too often at any networking
event in town is the sales person or small business owner who has zero knowledge about you,
your business or your needs, yet they want to
sell his/her product to you. The late Zig Ziglar
was one of the best in the world in his salesman
days at truly listening to customers. He would
find their needs and emotional wants, before
offering his products. Zig was famous for saying, “You will get what you want in life if you
help enough other people get what they want.”
To know what they want, we must be willing to
listen.
If we want satisfied customers who will
give us referrals, versus customers who purchase
but end up with buyer’s remorse, we will want

to listen more than we want to close. It is a different marketplace today. Baby Boomers have money
and want to buy, but they do not want to be sold.
My mom went into a Toyota dealership knowing the
car she wanted to purchase and ready to buy. The
hard closing and lack of listening on
the part of the sales team caused her
to leave. She went across the street
to the BMW dealership where she
made a purchase within the hour
simply based on the salesman’s listening skills. In the book, Becoming a Person of Influence, John C.
Maxwell states several benefits of
listening; showing respect to the
person, building relationships, increasing knowledge, generating
ideas, building loyalty and yes, even
closing the sale.
So how do we become a
better listener? The first step as with
most personal growth is awareness.
“LISTEN” is an acronym which has
some key points that have helped
me listen more intently, and I hope
it will help you as well.

L- Look at the person
I- Intentionally focus and stop mind wandering
S- Stop yourself from interrupting
T- Turn your phone face down on silent
E- Explore with questions
N- Notice shifts in their energy and excitement
The power behind these exercises,
when carried out with integrity and a sincere
desire to learn about and value others, is immeasurable. My challenge to you is try it for
a week. Start on Monday with simply looking
at every person who speaks to you, from a store
clerk to your child. Each day add a new step.
By the end of the week take notice of changes
in your connection with others. I encourage
you to combine them all on Sunday with the
most important individuals you listen to, your
family.
Bridgett McAdams is an Executive Coach, Speaker and Leadership Development Trainer with The
John Maxwell Team. For more information on
bringing leadership transformation to your organization, go to http://www.johncmaxwellgroup.
com/bridgettmcadams/.
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Regional Manufacturing Outlook
By Eileen Mattei
When people are researching a new
manufacturing site, the first question they ask
is not about the incentives available, explained
Doug Ridge, Director of Employer Initiatives
for the Texas Workforce Commission. “They
ask about the workforce.”
Speaking at the NAAMREI Regional
Manufacturing Summit held at South Texas
College, Ridge said, “Texas is seen as high quality, high cost place to do business. To remain
competitive, Texas must increase the quality
and dependability of its education and training systems,” which develop the state’s talent.
With $60 billion worth of relocation projects
moving to Texas, as well as home-grown businesses opening or expanding, workforce skills
must keep pace.
It’s true that overall manufacturing
employment has declined in the U.S. Some of
that is due to factories relocating offshore, but a
greater portion of the workforce decrease is due
to technological advances, including robotics,
that have led to greater efficiency. Yet manufacturing sectors (vehicle parts, coating and
heat treating, oil field components) account for

more than half of Texas’ fastest growing employment
sectors.
Maquila exports are projected to grow more
than 12 percent per year. The number of industrial
and related business parks in the Rio South Texas region has reached 47. In the south of the border sister
cities’ area, they now number 31. More than $19 billion in imports and $16 billion in exports go through
Texas border land ports in one month.
Back in 2007, a time when the death of
American manufacturing was predicted, Ridge said
NAAMREI brought people together in the Texas’s
various economic regions. In the Valley, regionalism was difficult to foster, but leaders agreed to devise strategies and leverage resources, emphasizing the
border’s assets and its potential to make world class
advanced manufacturing a reality.
NAAMREI’s objective is “to make the pie
bigger and sell more pie. Employers are coming in
saying, ‘These are the skills we’re going to need in
three to five years.’ Most employers don’t want to invest in training.” Ridge said. At the core of NAAMREI is training and increasing the skill level of the
workforce in cutting edge technologies.
Locally, NAAMREI has arranged customized
training for approximately 4,000 individuals. In fact,
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manufacturing employment in NAAMREI regions has outpaced similar employment elsewhere in Texas and in the US as a whole.
“This region has sustained and grown,
one of few in U.S.,” Ridge said. NAAMREI is
aiming to have the Valley as a major logisitics
and distribution hub, and through more private investment add over 10,000 high paying
jobs by 2017. Manufacturing positions have
merged: job descriptions contain more skills.
That has created problems in defining technical
jobs. Machinists, for example, also need to have
lathe and computer skills. Traditional want ads
do not address the abilities required nor make
it easy to cross over talents. Nevertheless, the
shortage of experienced technicians and operators is expected to increase as baby boomers retire.
Several paths are available to close
the skills gap, Ridge said. First are knowledge
management plans, “codifying processes and
expertise in the workplace.” That requires
documenting and transferring the accumulated
wisdom of senior employees before they retire.
Secondly, companies must foster apprenticeship and internship opportunities that exposes
young adults to hands-on challenges. “Careerbased experience opens doors for job seekers
and helps employers identify and nurture future employees.”
Ridge also advocated for competencybased courses for fill-in-the-gap training. Based
on industry standards, these courses require a
shorter time commitment. The Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board is beginning to
offer credit for testing out in certain competencies, he noted.
The TWC and NAAMREI serve as
channels to fund skills development for small
businesses and veterans through programs at
South Texas College, UTPA and Texas State
Technical College. The Skills Development
Fund ($48 million/year) functions to help
companies agree to retool their workforce and
increase their tool sets.
Highly skilled employees can lead to
innovation in manufacturing, assisted by local
resources such as the Rapid Response Manufacturing Center. “Disruptive technology creates
entirely new market opportunities. It develops new values.” Three-D printing or additive
manufacturing are examples.
For more information, see www.naamrei.org.
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The Club at Cimarron Evolves
By Eileen Mattei
The Club at Cimarron, with its treelined golf course, busy tennis courts and elegant dining rooms, gives the appearance of the
eternal country club: 30 years old and set in its
ways. But the Mission club is evolving.
“It’s a generational change. We used
to have an older membership; now we have
a younger membership and more kids,” said
Steve Bader, who has been the country club’s
general manager for 13 years. “We’re re-gearing
our efforts to family events, and we’re opening
a kids’ center in the Sports Center.” While the
club has always had summer camps for kids,
this summer Cimarron is adopting the middleAmerica country club agenda of events at the
pool every day.
The original Cimarron developers relinquished the country club in 1990, and the
international ClubCorp network took it over.
Since then, people do not have to reside at Cimarron in order to become members of the
Club at Cimarron. Yet as some of the original
homeowners have retired or moved away, the
new homeowners have joined the country club
which sits at the entrance to their neighborhood.
Seeking the environment and the service you
get only at a premier country club, residents of
nearby subdivisions and people from McAllen
and Mission have joined the Club, too. Membership levels include full and junior, as well as
social/fitness, racket/tennis and Senior Winter
Texan. Through ClubCorp, members have access to 200 private golf and country clubs and
resorts in the U.S. “We also have about 100
clubs we don’t own that we have affiliations
with around the world,” Bader said. Concierge
service is available through ClubCorp. Club
affiliations in China have proved particularly
useful for maquiladora staff.
The generational dynamics at the Club
have led to the formation of a young executives
society that promotes business networking and

civic activities, Bader said. Cimarron members enjoy year round golfing. (Courtesy)
Small business owners
such as lawyers and CPAs
created the nonprofit organization, whose first event
last fall benefited the Rio
Grande Children’s Home.
For the last 10
years, about 40 percent of
Cimarron’s members have
been Mexican nationals,
reflecting the movement
of business people to the
north side of the border,
Bader said.
The term country
club is synonymous to golf
course for many people.
“Most would agree we
have the best layout” in
the region, Bader said, of
the 18-hole championship
on-site planner whose personalized service can
course. “Our course was built to be a golfers’ course. result in memorable parties in the spacious,
For the lower handicap golfer, it’s interesting to play. well-appointed dining and banquet rooms.
Our course is longer; we have great greens.”
Nevertheless, Bader said only about half of For more information, see clubatcimarron.com or
the members play golf. “Tennis and the Sports Cen- call 205-0259.
ter are big draws. Tennis has had a renaissance,
the equipment is more interesting, and we have a
Exciting Things Are Happening in
great tennis program. One of our teams went to the
USTA national finals. There’s an after-school tennis
Mission, Texas!
program that 80 kids attend.”
While racquet ball remains popular, the
14,000-square-foot, fully equipped athletic facility draws a wider range of participants for strength
training, cardio workouts, zumba and Pilates sessions as well as tai chi and yoga.
Country clubs are expected to provide great
dining experiences, and the Club at Cimarron is
proud of its noteworthy chef leading an ambitious
culinary team, Bader said. “Our members want the
dining aspect.” The Club, the site of numerous weddings, galas and business events, has an experienced

Royal Technologies Corporation
Announces 325,000 sq.ft.
Manufacturing Facility
Creating 100 New Jobs

The Club at Cimarron offers elegant spaces as well as championship golfing. (Courtesy)

www.missionedc.com
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Interviewing Candidates for Hire
By Marco Garza
In this section we
will review the second phase
of the employee lifecycleinterviewing the candidate.
The following are some basic
guidelines that can lead to a
more effective interview.
Structure your interview by basing questions on
job duties. Use specific jobknowledge, situational or
behaviorally-oriented questions and objective criteria
to evaluate the interviewee’s
responses. Keep control of
the interview and take brief
notes.
Prepare for the interview by holding it
in a private room where interruptions can be
minimized.
Prior to the interview, the interviewer
should review the candidate’s application and
resume, as well as the job duties and required
skills and traits.
The interviewer should establish rapport, putting the interviewee at ease in order to

EVERY PRINT JOB
NEEDS A HERO
HASSLE-FREE PRINTING
TO THE RESCUE

CONTACT US
Free Samples & Info

4954 Space Center Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78218
San Antonio
210-804-0390
Austin
512-480-0860

samples @shweiki.com
www.shweiki.com

find out the necessary information
about the applicant.
When closing the interview,
leave time to answer questions the
candidate may have and, if appropriate, advocate your firm to the
candidate. End the interview on a
positive note.
Once the candidate leaves,
and while the interview is fresh
in your mind, review your notes
and fill in the structured interview
guide.
Knowing how to properly
conduct an interview pays large dividends in the quality of the employees you hire. Interviews also have legal and ethical requirements. Many
questions can be considered illegal and have the potential of being viewed as discriminatory. Questions
regarding age, race, religious beliefs, national origin,
disabilities or marital and family status are considered
illegal and cannot be asked. Only job-related questions may be asked. The interviewer must be knowledgeable of the difference between job-related and
non-job related questions.
Job-Related: We are open seven days a week
and operate from 8 a.m. until 11:00 p.m. Are there
any days or parts of days you cannot work?
Non Job-Related: We are open seven days a
week. Do you have children and does our schedule
pose any problem with daycare or school?
Job-Related: The position we are hiring for
must operate a food slicer. By law, you must be 18
years old to operate the slicer. Do you meet this requirement?
Non Job-Related: The person we are looking
for must have high energy. Do you think you are too
old to keep up?
Job-Related: Are you able to report to work
at 8 a.m. sharp?
Non Job-Related: Do you have a car to get to
work on time or do you take a bus?
Situational questions, past behavior and
background questions and job knowledge questions
elicit the information you would want before making
a hiring decision. Here are some examples.
Suppose a co-worker was not following standard work procedures. The co-worker was more experienced than you and claimed the new procedure
was better. Would you use the new procedure? Or,
suppose you were giving a sales presentation and a
difficult technical question arose that you could not
answer. What would you do?
Behavior and Background
Based on your past work experience, what is
the most significant action you have ever taken to

help out a co-worker? Or, can you provide an
example of a specific instance where you developed a sales presentation that was highly effective? Or, what work experiences, training or
other qualifications do you have for working in
a teamwork environment? Or, what experience
have you had with direct point-of-purchase
sales?
Job Knowledge
What steps would you follow to conduct a brainstorming session with a group of
employees on safety? Or, what factors should
you consider when developing a television advertising campaign?
Offering the Position
The interviewer should discuss the job
description and your performance expectations.
Employee standards, policies and
scheduling practices should be explained. You
should discuss the hours and days they are available to work. Let them know if the schedule
will generally reflect the needs of the franchise
and will change.
Never expect an applicant to accept or
reject your offer immediately; however, many
will. You should allow new hires to give adequate notice (two weeks is typical) to their present employer. Those who do will likely give you
the same courtesy.
Hourly employees often need to start
work immediately. The potential for no-shows
is high when the start date is delayed. Schedule
the new hire’s training as soon as possible.
Even if the candidate is not hired, you
want this person as a customer or as a lead for
new candidates.
Marco Garza is the Regional Director for
UniqueHR, a Professional Employer Organization. He can be reached at 240-4544.
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Branding: Keeping Your Promise
By Violeta Davila
Branding is one of the most important undertakings of any business, either large
or small, retail or business to business (B2B).
A well-implemented, effective brand strategy
gives companies an added advantage in increasing competitiveness. But what exactly does
“branding” mean? How does it affect a small
business?
First, one must define the terms
“brand” and “branding” to minimize confusion. Simply put, a brand represents a promise
to customers, while “branding” is those actions
taken to fulfill that commitment.
The brand is the perception held by
customers about what a business’ products and
services and how the business differentiates its
offerings from its competitors. This perception is derived from “who” the company is as a
business, what the company does to support its
strategy and “who” the company wants to be all confirmed by “branding” activities.
Small businesses are not exempt from
creating an effective brand strategy. In fact, a
great way for a small business to differentiate
itself from competitors is to develop an effective brand by consistently keeping its promises
through branding activities that are congruent
with its brand. It does not matter if a company
is big, medium or small; effective branding can
make the difference in achieving long-term success.
Many people misuse the term “branding” by interchanging it with advertising,
marketing, logos, naming or design. However, small business owners should realize that
branding is not solely about having nice logos
or typography. When a logo is chosen, it might
be a graphical representation of a brand, but
it is does not communicate everything about
a brand. A brand is portrayed through many
means, such as staff behavior; product packaging and pricing; website and other marketing
materials design and presentation; and foremost, the type and quality of services. These
are all branding activities with tangible and intangible collateral.
To create a brand, small businesses
owners should ask themselves what they seek:
local recognition or a global presence. For example, do customers value a mobile business
or one that can home-deliver? Knowing what
is important to potential customers can help
a company shape its brand and undertake the
necessary branding activities that support strategies.
Business owners should also consider
what their competitors are doing in the market-

place. Small business owners should ask: What looks
good? What looks bad? What works? What doesn’t?
Owners should identify the gaps in the marketplace
and ensure their businesses answer those needs. Then,
they can shape their company brand and branding accordingly to maximize any niche. Whatever brand is
sought, it is important that small businesses keep their
promises in their path to success.
Violeta Davila is a Graduate Research Assistant at the
UTPA Small Business Development Center within

the Business Development & Innovation (BDI)
Group. She holds a Bachelor of Business Administration in Management and a Bachelor of Arts
in Psychology and is pursuing a Master of Arts
in Clinical Psychology at UTPA. As part of her
CIVIC STEP project, she is developing a branding workshop for the Center, which will provide
entrepreneurs and small-business owners with the
know-how and tools to help establish their company brand at little or no cost.

Brand Strategy Tips
1. Define your brand
It starts with your authenticity, the core purpose,
vision, mission, position, values and character.
Focus on what you do best and then communicated your inimitable strengths through consistency.
2. Consistency, consistency, consistency
Consistency in your message is the key to differentiate.
3. Start from the inside out
Everyone in your company can tell you what they
see, think and feel about your brand. That’s the
story you should bring to the customers as well,
drive impact beyond just the walls of marketing.
4. Connect on the emotional level.
A brand is not a name, logo, website, ad campaigns or PR; those are only the tools not the
brand. A brand is a desirable idea manifested in
products, services, people, places and experiences.
5. Empower brand champions
Award those that love your brand to help drive
the message, facility activities so they can be part
of the process.
6. Stay relevant and flexible
A well managed brand is always making adjustments. Branding is a process, not a race, not an
event so expect to constantly tweak your message
and refresh your image.
7. Align tactics with strategy
Convey the brand message on the most appropriate media platform with specific campaign
objectives.
8. Measure the effectiveness
Focus on the ROI (return on investment) is the
key to measure the effectiveness of your strategies.
9. Cultivate your community

Community is a powerful and effective
platform on which to engage customers and
create loyalty towards the brand.
10. Keep your enemies closer
Even if you have the most innovative, highly
desirable product, you can expect new competitors with a superior value proposition to
enter your market down the road.
Info courtesy of http://www.designdamage.com/the-12principles-of-brand-strategy/

...providing solutions to problems

If you owe back taxes
we can help you resolve your
problems with the IRS.
We’ll review your situation and
recommend programs that will
settle your tax debts.
Our Certified Public Accountants
and Enrolled Agents will deal directly
with the IRS to make sure that your
case is resolved with the most
favorable outcome for you.
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In the Spot light
Right: The Property Managers Expo, organized by Welcome Home RGV, introduced
Winter Texan park managers to suppliers
of donuts, water filters, ambulance service,
tours, food distributors and much more. Bit
of Heaven RV park manager Gloria Sharp
and Suzy Walker renewed acquaintance
with Sharon Doucet of H&H Golf Carts.
(Courtesy)

Clark Knapp Honda held its ground breaking on an all-new, state-of-the-art Honda dealership
at Expressway 83 and Sugar Rd. in Pharr, TX. Clark Knapp Honda plans to relocate its current
operation from 701 W Business 83 in McAllen to the new site in Pharr in early 2014. The $10
million, 7-acre project includes 42,000 square feet of Honda’s newest dealership design. In fact,
Clark Knapp Honda will be the first in Texas to build Honda’s Generation 3 design. Clark Knapp
Honda’s new home features an innovative sales area, high-tech service bays, well-appointed customer lounge areas and express service lanes. (VBR)

South Texas College and University of Phoenix join forces to sign an academic alliance for a transfer
credit program that will help students continue their educational goals. College articulation agreements
help students transition from an associate’s degree to a bachelor’s degree. For more on credit transfer
information, visit http://uof.ph/du.
From L to R: Dr. Mario Reyna (South Texas College Dean of the School of Business and Technology,
Juan Mejia (South Texas College Vice President of Academic Affairs/Chief Academic Officer), Claire
Meriel (Education Liaison Director at University of Phoenix), Dr. Shirley Reed (South Texas College
President), Cassie Rodriguez (University of Phoenix Workforce Solutions Advisor), Dr. Ken Romano
(Director of Academic Affairs at the McAllen Campus), Mikal Powers (University of Phoenix Campus
Director, McAllen Campus). (Courtesy)

The Better Business Bureau of South Texas presented
its second annual Mary G. Moad Ethics Award to
Atlas Electric & Air Conditioning Services, Inc.
Rogelio Sagredo, Secretary, and Sarah Sagredo, President of Atlas Electric & Air Conditioning Services,
accepted the award Inc. at the BBB office. (Courtesy)

